PROOF. Note first that the cardinality of each Sc, is at most av since C,, has at most 26 < card( V,,) = a subsets and the size of each set of the union in (1) is also < a. Hence it suffices to prove that, given any X c es and a c.u.b. set C c es, there is an av E C n G such that X n a E Sc,. By our assumptions we can without a loss of generality suppose that oK(av) < E for every av E C. . By (2) we can choose a sequence Q6,;: < 6) such that Note that if we know C, we can reconstruct X n tk inside fj. Hence, in order to reconstruct X n fi we need the sequence (O; 4 < e), the function h(-, PN) P where h is from (2) and Pg. But h is definable overN hence h f is definable over KI By, Furthemore, (US,; < E J) E . Consequently, all of the objects we need are elements of jEAO*l . The reconstruction uses just very simple operations which can be carried out inside this structure, hence X n / E ?9(/) On JEAnf C sfl.
Case 2. The sequence of critical points in the coiteration is unbounded in R.
We shall follow the same strategy as in the Case 1 but we have to overcome several new obstacles. Fix i* < 0 such that a) the iteration is simple from i* on b) there is a fixed n E co such that cop +; < Ki 
Now we would like to extend C* to the whole M. We know that M is sound above fl (thus M singularizes T), hence it is sufficient to show that cf(T) > co. Note that K, M contain the same subsets of Pi (the inclusion c has been proved above, the one other is trivial). In particular, the successor of Pi in M is equal to /h+K. Thus, v(z) is a successor of P in K and the weak covering lemma guarantees that its cofinality is at least P > E. It follows then from the construction of a that cf( E.
Let C: M -* N be the canonical extension of a* to M. We know that N is a sound mouse whose (n + 1)-st projectum drops to Pi and 8(PM -P) = PN . Similarly as above we show that N is a segment of K. As before, P3 = 6(P) is regular in N. By Theorem 1.2, P3 is singular in K since it is a singular strong limit cardinal of cofinality E but oK(/3) < E since P3 E C. Taken together, af is defined and N is a proper segment of K qfl. In the sequel we show that X n P3 can be recovered from N, J' and C,, inside K qp, which will complete the proof. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.1.
-1 ?3. Concluding remarks. The above construction of the OK (cf = E) sequence goes through for every regular E > co,. The reason why we restrict ourselves to such an E is that we used the Singular cardinal hypothesis at a strong limit cardinal of cofinality less than 6. If E = co, the situation becomes slightly more complicated, since we have to use the SCH at cow-cofinal strong limit cardinals. Gitik It is also mentioned in [Gi96] that the clause b) cannot be eliminated. Taking this for granted, if we want to make our construction work for E = co,, we have to restrict ourselves to a smaller universe. The assumption that there is no inner model for oK(,u) = u++ clearly suffices. In fact, under this assumption we obtain a slightly stronger result in the sense that we can more precisely determine the ordinals which are of high Mitchell order in K. We don't know whether this stronger version holds for E > coWI under the weaker assumption "m-Oll". To see that this proposition holds it suffices to analyze the proof from the previous section. The point here is that the present assumption automatically guarantees that (3) holds (in the context of the previous section we needed the fact that oK(I') <E in order to be able to apply SCHJ to guarantee this we arranged the situation so that es E C). Thus, if we define S., as before, we can repeat the above proof to infer that (S.,) is a O' (G)-sequence provided that there are only nonstationarily many ordinals of cofinality 6 which become regular in K. The only amendment we need to make in the initial settings is the following: this time we require that oK(cE) < E for every ar E C of cofinality 6 (thus, not necessarily for every av). The rest of the proof goes through as before.
The above proposition also yields a lower bound for the consistency strength of the failure of K,. (cf = 6) for uncountable 6 
